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problem/issue want to address

DSM
This is a mainly supplier of
skin care and daily use products
including sunscreen, face cream
and shampoo etc. It's a client of
insictif, my inter company. This
is a company with a long history
and a large scale. It has cooperation with L'Oreal, Estee Lauder
and other companies. I helped
them do a lot of image research
and instagram design for their
project.

problem DSM Instagram face
One of DSM's instagram account is about skin
and bacteria, but this instagram lacks the most
basic science popularization about skin and its
problems, so in order to make up for this I was
think about making a design about skin protection in the form of illustration.
I was thinking to design in a theory, a total of
three pictures show the structure of the skin
itself, the eﬀects of sunlight and bacteria on people's skin.

Design problem I face

I also faced certain design problems. Before I designed the instagram of this theory, there was no science Illustrations in these posts. Most of the instagram
posts are in the form of documentary photos combined with pop colors in as shown in the pictures on
the right.

Solution

In order to make my design suit the voice of other posts, I kept the black and gray background and font color, which can be cohesive with other
posts, but I also added the elements of the brand, some bacterial patterns at the back. For the colors, I chose all the color that from the brand colors,
so it maches other posts.
I used the most straightforward way to design graphic. A comparison between healthy and unhealthy skin is used in the damage to skin caused by
sunlight and water loss. So that DSM audiences understand the importance of skin care more easily.

How it matters

DSM focuses on the raw materials of skin care products. For people, the reason for skin care products is to
solve skin problems. Only when customers really understand the most basic structure of skin and the
problems brought by the outside world can they help
DSM products to make better sales in the future.

project accessible

The audience of the post is mainly
DSM followers but also including all
people, so it is very important for the
post tells its meaning to all people in
a simple way, and the words using to
explaining graphic are very clear.

Some other works I did
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